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Toil On!
Toil on!
The road to
But they
The way
Have
And as they

Toil on!
fame leads not thru groves of shade,
who've trod
of God
toiled,
toiled their destiny was made.

Toil on! Toil on!
The game of life is not a chance that fate has laid,
But we can rise
Amid the skies,
'Tis true,
Upon the steps our daily toils have made.
Toil on! Toil- on!
The way of ease is but the sluggish way.
God has a plan
For every man
Who toils,
And thru our toils we reach the perfect day.

-R. G. West.
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Lost River Lost
LEOTA

V.

STULTZ

NATURE we find many striking phenomena,
some of which are famed the world over, while
others equally as marvelous are known and en~ _ I joyed only by the inhabitants of the community
jn which they are found.
Among the mountains of Hardy County, West Virginia,
a little spring babbles out at the foot of a rocky bluff, and a
tiny rippling brook starts from it on its long journey to the
sea.
As it flows along mile after mile, more streams join it, and
~ince this continues for a great distance, finally we see a great
stream of still, deep water flowing along among the broad
green fields which lie on either side.
There seems to be nothing unusual in its behavior, just
the same series of rapids and deep ponds so common to a11
streams, but as an observer follows it on, finally an obstacle
rises in its path. A mountain seems to demand its halt, for
this ridge crosses the valley, and apparently there is no way
for this vast volume of water to pursue its way.
Nature never makes a mistake, however, and in this instance she conspired to form one of our great natural wonders. As the water approaches and flows along by the side
of the mountain the stream appears to grow smaller and
smaller.
At first thought this seems impossible, but upon close ex:tmination of the bank, little streams of water may be detected
creeping away into the bank and among the rocks. This continues for perhaps a half mile, and by this time its volume is
'/;..w_~
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·reduced into a small brook. Then at last this all plunge:i
under a pile of huge rocks. Here we see the last of Lost
River, and to all appearances it is indeed lost forever.
By standing just below the place where the last water disappears, a roaring sound is audible, and without doubt thert~
is a precipice just under the surface over which the stream
plunges, falling quite a distance.
The rocks are marvelous. At first glance many of them
appear to be simply blocks of wood lying half buried among
the finer gravels, but upon a more thorough examination they
are found to be formed in layers, and beneath the dark outer
crust are almost snow white, resembling marble. The layer
rocks which line the bank are of varying sizes, but the thing
that impresses one is not so much their shape as their appearance. Their outer surface resembles honeycomb, and seems
to be as evenly cut.
Just at the top of these semi-loose rocks, there is a slope
backward for a few feet, and then an almost perpendicular
wall of rock rises to a height of perhaps sixty feet. Thi;!
'Nall is covered with green mosses and long feathery ferns.
Above this, trees cover the remainder of the mountain side.
On the opposite bank of the stream we find what might be
railed a little park with its wealth of green grass, dotted here
and there with flowers, and shaded by tall, leafy trees.
So wonderful is the disappearance of this river th11t naturally the question arises in the mind, "Is rto more seen of
it?" Necessarily, the reader must be puf at ease upon thi s
particular.
Cross Sandy Ridge, as this motmtain is called, arid about
t}v·e miles from the place where Lost River loses itself! a few
little streams begin to ooze out of the bank, forming a little
rivulet, but this continues to grow at a rapid rate by ri1anv
others joining it until in a short time a stream even larger
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than Lost River, is formed. The name has been changed.
however, and now it is known as Capon River.
The scene of its beginning is much like the place across
the ·mountain where Lost River loses itself.
No more need be said, for even though we cannot say
positively Capon is Lost River Found, yet that seems the
natural conclusion which anyone would reach.
So far as known, this phenomena stands without a parallel
among all of nature's marvelous achievements.

Labor of \tVomen
MATTIE

V.

GLICK

of the most significant features of the common history of this generation is the employment
of such a vast number of women in the different
industries in this country. From time immemorial, ·wome.n, as well as men, have been workers of the
world. The vital f eature of the statement that so large a
number of women are now gainfully employed in this coun try is not the entrance of multitudinous women into industry,
but the fact that their industry, being now carried on in pub·
lie instead of private, has been acknowledged and paid.
In England the labor of women began soon after the Industrial Revolution about 1760, but this did not reach the
United States until about the middle of the nineteenth century. When the preparation of food and clothing, the traditional . household labor of women, passed in large measure
from household fires and spinning wheels, into the canning
factories and garment trades with the invention of machinery,
women simply con.t inued their traditional labor outside their
houses instead of inside them. This domestic labor in which
rrs;~~~!1NE
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women were engaged in the homes may have been as severe
and prolonged as the commercial labor, but the fact that the
p-irl who in the household cooks, cleans, washes, and irons in
the course of a week uses every muscle in I:ier body, and although on Saturday ·n ight she may go to bed completely worn
out, she is tired all over, which is a much more healthful condition than if she had stood in one spot for fifty-four houn
during the same week feeding a machine with the identical
motion of her arms .and wrists endlessly repeated.
Among the occupations most commonly open r to women
are those of saleswomen, waistmakers, hat makers, cloak finishers, workers in silk, hosiery, carpets, tobacco workers, machine tenders, packers of candy, drugs, biscuits, and olives,
laundry workers, hand embroiders,' milliners, dressmakers,
stenographers, etc. A great many of these industries are of
rnch sort and conducted under such conditions as to be taking
the very life-blood from our young women.
In a survey made by Misses Sue Clark and Edith vVyatt
in New York City a few years ago, conditions were found existing such as it would seem impossible to exist in civilized
countries. These two women would find employment in
stores, factories, laundries, and other like places in order to
come in personal contact with the conditions and to get the
real experiences of the girls who worked in these various
places. They gave actual reports of about thirty different
girls . These girls were working on a wage from $2.50 to
$16.00 per week, the great majority from $3.00 to $6.00, only
three over ten dollars. Conditions in the laundries were found
to be among the worst as regards health. Here the women
often stood in water one or two inches deep; the steam and
the sudden contact with cold air was dangerous, the hours
longer' and they were more rushed than at any other occupation.

8
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In the department stores, the long ho~rs of standing . is
one of the worst features. Many managers will not allow
their employees to sit- one minute, even though they have
nothing to do. The busy seasons also make department_store
work very hard. In only one instance was a girl given any
extra pay for this work, and this was in one store at the
Christmas season, after having worked from fourteen to
fifteen hours per day for several weeks, the manager gave her
$20.00, saying it was a Christmas present.
In all these instances we find the girls living only from
hand to mouth. They had not money enough to dress decently; they had no money for recreation, they had no money
to pay for their laundering, doing this themselves of even·
ings and at night; many of them would get up early and walk
a long distance to their work because they could not afford
car fare; and many of them lived on two scant meals a clay.
Can we expect any good results from such conditions?
Few occupations . offer chances either to m~n or women
for winning national distinction or to considerable fortune .
In the employments which engage the mass of workers at
\:\'eekly wages, woman's competition with man iri office, store)
and factory has meant for woman the occupation of the lowest
places at the meanest wages.
What reasons can be given for this ? Where women are
doing the same work or work of equal value as men, where
they are as efficient as men, they do not receive equal pay.
"The only explanation is custom; grounded either in prejudice
or in the present constitution of society, which, making almost
every woman, socially speaking, an appendage of some man,
enables men to take systematically the lion's share of whatever belongs to both." There should be no particular reason
why women should not compete with men in the labor market.
However, to the peculiar occupations of women may be as-
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signed some reasons why their wages should not equal that of
men's. The remuneration of women is almost always greatly below that of ·employments of equal skill and equal dis ··
agreeableness carried on by men. In some cases it is custom,
but many times it is because the market is overstocked. Then
Professor Seager says that "those who enter gainful employments as girls of from fourteen to eighteen may marry
before they reach the age of twenty-five. With this possibility before them, they have less incentive than boys to learn
trades. The consequence of thse two facts, reinforced by the
inferior strength of women, is that they are able to command
wages which average about one-half those that are paid to
men. This means for most girls and women who have to be
self-supporting, a heart-breaking and health-destroying struggle. Under pay and the correlative over work are the com·
mon lot."
One employer states that he has 104 girls receiving not
more than $6.50, and investigation shows they could not possibly live and live decently on less than $8.00 or $9.00. More
than 5,000 women in Chicago work for $5.00 or less. How
do we suppose they live? What can be their standard of life?
In regard to the cheapness of girl laborers one writer says:
"At present girls are the cheapest article on the labor market,
and are used enormously in industrial exploitation. If it gets
around that girls have a value to society which makes it uneconomic to use them up in service and scrap them like worn
out machinery, it may raise hob with a lot of industries that
are run by cheap girl-power at present."
The relation of low wages to despair and wrong doing
from the nature of the case, can .never be determined, but the
bare fact that one-fifth of the working women of the United
States earn less than $200.00 a year each, and three-fifths less
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than $325.00 each, is fraught with significance, and gives the
public a stake in this most human side of industry .
Since overwork causes fatigue, and fatigue causes a desire for excitement-a desire for something outside the ordinary, the worn out shop girl will seek this desire on the street,
at cheap movies, or any place at all, just so she can wear off
this tired feeling.
There is perhaps no more dangerous moment in the life
of a working girl than that one of relaxation and recreation
which follows the long hours of severe nervous strain when
her "rush" work has been prolonged into the night. She goes
home at the very hours when the streets are filed with dissolute men seeking or returning from their pleasures. That
more girls sore pressed in this moment of fatigue do not
yield to the invitation " to brace up with a drink," always
offered with the basest designs, is due to their inherent sturdiness of character. These temptations may come from within
as well as from without the place where the girl works. Oftentimes the managers, men clerks, traveling salesmen, and customers are as low morally as the man whom the girl may meet
on the street.
Is there any good reason why moral standards should be
lower in the business world than in the educational world?
.-\ nd would not the morals of our clerks, factory girls, and so
on he as high as the morals of seminary girls, if the directors
of stores, factories , and the like were working for as high
ideals of public service as the directors of our schools? Is it
not a serious public and economic problem-this feeling of
large business places filled with girls who would rather be
clean, honest girls, than scalawags, and exposing them to a
sordid, unfeeling. dollar-grabbing atmosphere that logically
leads to moral deterioration? Society in the end must pay
for it if any of the girls are forced into immoral lives, or if
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they become a drain upon privq.te or state relief organizations,
or if they are eventually the mothers of undernourished and
defective children.
We must not, however, get the impression that a girl must
necessarily go wrong because she receives small wages and
is overworked, nor the moral drawn that the tired, underpaid
girl who goes wrong must be held blameless because she was
underpaid or overworked, rior dishonor cast upon the great
army of working girls who may be underpaid and overworked
but are as virtuous as any other class of women.
The fact that these girls spend long years of youth in work
involving a serious outlay of their strength without training
them in concentration or individual responsibility or resourcefulness, but apparently dissipating these powers, seems one of
the gravest aspects of their occupations.
A noted Frenchman said with regard to the employment
of women: "When I ask, or when we ask, for a lessening of
the daily toil of women, it is not principally of the women, it
is the whole human race. It is the father, it is the child, it is
society, which we wish to re-establish on its foundation from
which we believe it has perhaps swerved.
The girl who pushes down a lever with her right foot eight
or nine thousand times a day is making but a poor preparation
for motherhood, and will later corroborate the grave medical statement, "that the industrial overstrain of women constantly reacts in three ways: In a heightened infant mortality,
in a lowered birth rate, and in an impaired second generation."
Certainly it is the business of women to prevent an impaired second generation, above all if we are living in a republic whose very continuance depends upon the intelligence
and vigor of its future citizens.
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EDITORIAL FORUM
When the bells on November 11th rang out the message
that the Armistice had been signed and at last the strongholds of Autocracy had fallen before the onward march of
Democracy, their tones fell upon a tired and waiting humanity. After more than four years of
CALL TO SERVICE war the world could breathe free
again, feeling that the foes to human living had been destroyed.
Many people who had suffered financially and who had
made tremendous sacrifices during this war began to look
forward to life as it was before the war. Once more they
could return to their life of moneymaking and the tremendous calls for money that this war had caused would cease.
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But the moment that the signed Armistice was handed to
General Foch, that moment ushered in the greatest war that
humanity will ever witness. This war is not a new war)
but it is one that has been ·conducted for many ceil.turies
with varying successes. The war of which I speak is the
war of Christianity against heathenism . The world has been
taught by the past war that the only thing that will save this
world for freedom, love, and universal brotherhood is the
messa~e of the Cross. The only thing for men and women
to do is to face this new issue as they faced the issue of Autocracy.
To the young man or woman there is no greater opportunity for service than to enlist in this service. The call of
wealth, pleasure, and dominion must be subordinate to the
call of the world's needs . The young man or woman who
fails to answer this call will find at the close of their life a
world of universal brotherhood and love, the making of which
they had no part.
GARBER.

No business enterprise can be carried on success fully for
any time without financial support. THE PHILOMATHEAN is
no exception to this rule by any means. Only those who have
had the burden of financing this little enterprise can fully
appreciate the circumstances which
AN APPEAL
have to be met. If we want the magazine published we must pay the printer. To do this, the funds
have to come from somewhere. V\Te have no endowment to
fall back upon, so our dependence is entirely upon advertisers and subscribers. The remittance of your subscription
will save our business manager much embarrassment when
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he has to meet his obligations. We trust that you will not
wait to be notified of your unpaid subscription, but that you
may take the appearance of the little magazine as a reminder . Your kind interest and co-operation will be much
appreciated.
EDITOR.
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College News
November the eleventh was a day of National, yes, a day
of World Wide rejoicing. Everywhere the news of Peace was
welcomed. A few minutes after the news was flashed to B.
C. the Old Chapel bell began to ring, and continued incessantly for two hours. Soon after the Ch.a pel bell began to ring,
the White House bell was started. This was followed by
the deep toned Church bel}. Other bells joined in the strain
and soon the air was filled with a music that will be long re··
membered by those who heard it. From eight o'clock until
ten the same night the chorus was repeated.
The college participated in a victory Parade given in the
town on the following Thursday night . Spirit and enthus_iasm were not lacking at any time.
The work of our college faculty contributed materially to
the success of the War Work Campaign. Dr. Dupler, as
county chairman, stuck to his post until he was able to announce that Rockingham County was "over the top." Dr.
Bowman and others assisted as solicitors and speakers.
The contribution of the students and fatuity to this work
amounted to four hundred and fifteen dollars.
Colonel Russell, of Staunton Military Academy, made a
stirring address here on October 20th in behalf of the \Var
Work Campaign.
November 29th Montague Light Opera Singers, the first
number on our Lyceum Course, gave a pleasing program.
They came to us with a good reputation, and lived up to it.
Our next number, the Filipino Singers and players, ·wi ll
come January 10th.
The influenza epidemic having run its course, we resumed
our work on November 11th. About eighty per cent. of our
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students escaped the dreaded disease. None of the less fortunate ones were seriously ill.
Warren Bowman was a welcome visitor at B. C. recently.
For several months his service has been given to the Base
Hospital Work at Humphreys, Va. After a short furlough )
Mr. Bowman resumed his work.
Paul Garber, who recently visited Camp Lee, had the
pleasure of visiting the following B. C. boys : Harry Edmundson, Joe Kagey, J. M. Bennett, Emmer Kline, and Aubrey
Yager.
Amy Bowman will spend a few months in the home of:
her sister, Mrs. Chas . Wright.
Anna Kline, Carson Key, Howard Zigler, and Earl Holsinger were recent guests at their Alma Mater .
Many of the students and friends of the College were glad
to have Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Zigler present at our first Lyceum
number. Mr. Zigler has been doing Y. M. C. A. work at Paris
Island, S . C., for about eighteen months. He will probably
go to France in the interest of this work. Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Coffman and Mr. and Mrs . J. A. Garber also attended
the program rendered by the Montague Light Opera Singers.
Dr. W. T. Sanger, of the State Normal School, recently
visited friends in Bridgewater.

Humor ~nd Clippings
The salvation of man is to be utterly foolish once
while.

111 <i

-Sun..
Gay, W., describing Red Cross hats: "They are real pretty
little things, they are sort of three cornered triangles, you
know."
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Question: Why did Mary A. get cool (Cool) the evening
of the Peace Parade?
Unter den Linden, the thorns now reign, the roses have
faded or died; the Kaiser is having a terrible pain, because he
hath murdered and lied.
-Sun.
C. C. \V., translating French: "lls s)embrassent-They are

embarrassed."
What, another charity concert? How much are the seats
this time? Front seats are a guinea, balcony half a guinea,
area five shillings, and programs a shilling.
Oh ! well, do you think they would let me sit on a program?

J

;;

"'· '~;.~~i~'-Jli:iJ

-Musical America.

There was an old maid in Peru
'Who thirty-one languages knew;
With one pair of lungs
She worked thirty-two tongues;
I don't wonder she's single, do you?
-Harvard Crinison.
Grad: "This University certainly fakes an interest in a
fellow, doesn't it?"
Tad: "How's that?"
Grad : "Well, I read that they will be very glad to hear
of the death of their alumni."
-Exchange.
A. : "Do you think my voice would fill this hall?"
B.: "No, I rather think it vvould empty it."
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Exchanges
We believe in excha11.ges. They give us an insight into the
"doings" and "goings" of others. They tend to develop <l
spirit of emulation, which is beneficial to all concerned.
The criticisms offered should cause us to put forth greater
effort and more earnest zeal. May these criticisms always be
given in a spirit of friendship, with a desire to benefit and
not displease.
College Rays-A pithy little magazine. It gives us an
example of what may be done under difficulties if we but
have the courage to stick to it. We admire the editor's advice to keep your troubles to yourself. The world has troubles enough of its own.
College Ca,mp'us-A paper of considerable local interest
no doubt, but we would like to suggest that your jokes ari:
too much out of proportion to your literary productions.
The Ora.nge and Blue- A paper well worth reading and
full of the spirit of patriotism. Let us have a little poetry in·
terspersed next time.
McMaster's Monthly-A magazine of much merit. It is
said that variety is the spice of life; this you have given us in
your October issue. We believe your success is largely due
to the strong organization of your editorial staff. We look
forward with interest to a return of your magazine.
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Alumni
Bridgewater, Virginia,
November 18, 1918.

l>ear Readers of THE PHILOMATHEAN:
Naturally those of us who have been together at B. C. fee l an
in terest in our former classmates and their present whereabouts. As
a member of the class of '16 I shall tell what I know of my five classn•ates.
M . R. Zigler has been at Paris Island, S. C., for about eighteen
months as a Y. M. C. A. worker. We feel sure "Bob" has done a
s~ lendid work with the boys in training.
R. K . Burns has been at this same camp since early summer. He
l'Ompleted his training with credit and was ready to go "overseas"
when the epidemic of influenza delayed the departure of troops. Dur'.11g this waiting time while on duty around the camp some heavy machinery fell on his foot, breaking one of the bones. This accident
k~pt him in the hospital until his company sailed direct for France.
No one of "Bobbie's" former classmates need be told that he suffered more from being left behind than he did with his foot . He
wanted to help win this victory. He is still at camp.
M. J. Zigler was called to camp from Cornell, where he was teaching. He went to Camp Lee, where he has been doing his duty in the
pychological department.
E. W. Flohr spent last winter on a poultry farm near Bridgewater.
He has now moved with his. family to a new home near Vienna,
where he expects to farm and raise poultry. This outdoor life is doing much to help him regain his former strength. We miss them
' ery much here.
Charles Driver is an assistant in the department of Botany at th e
University of Indiana . He is also doing graduate work there.
Of this clas s of six, ~hree have been in service during the war, two
are teaching, and one is a farmer. Three are married, E. W . Flohr,
1\.1. J. Zigler, and M. R. Zigler. Each has done some graduate work.
As it has been my lot to remain continuously at Bridgewater during
the school sessions, I may perhaps be pardoned for giving Bridge'Vater news. In the public school, where I am teaching, two of the
four high school teachers are college graduates of B. C. Of the
grade teachers, two are graduates of the preparatory department of
the college, one is taking college work there now , and two others
"'ere students of the normal course when the college offered this work
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in the spring term , in all, seven of the faculty of eleven ha ve been students of B. C.
Out of eleven graduates from the high school last June, four have
entered the college and expect to complete the course.
More and more we find the young people of this community tak ·
ing advantage of the splendid opportunities offered by B. C. , and those
who complete the four years' college are growing in numbers each
year.
Our town had a big parade the night of November 14th, to celebrate the cessation of hostilities on the battle front. The college made
a good showing in this parade.
With hearty good wishes for the success of each B. C. student, and
the continued prosperity of our Alma Mater, I am,
Yours truly,
LINA E. SANGER.
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